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Coffee Culture Destinations And Tourism
The longer the pandemic lasts, the more it will be necessary to see online tourism as a necessary direction to open the flow of tourism and partly limit the heavy losses being experienced in the ...

Online tourism in the midst of the pandemic
The Land of a Thousand Hills is greener than anywhere you’ve ever been, with an excess of natural beauty and wildlife, not to mention exceptional coffee.

Why Rwanda Is a Truly Spectacular Honeymoon Destination
Tourists to Italy are likely to visit Rome, Florence, Venice — maybe even Naples and Sicily. Few venture as far as this city tucked in the country's northeast corner on the Adriatic Sea.

A Once-Forgotten Port Of Italy Is Alive With A Diverse Cultural And Literary Legacy
Local government and tourism operators are pulling out all the stops to attract people back to Sanya, in China’s island Hainan province, with Gen Z travellers seen as saviours of its tourist industry.

Sanya, in China’s Hainan province, turns to movie stars, influencers - and mermaids - to draw young tourists
With its scenic waterfront and recreational activities, Washington, N.C., is the perfect destination for a relaxing weekend away, or a day trip of fun and exploration.

What's NEW in Washington this summer?
They likely will never come close to the demand to see the Big Five, but cultural tours are becoming more abundant for those interested in going beyond the safari.

Discovering cultural tours, the tamer side of Africa
You don't need to fly to Hawaii for a taste of the islands. Hawaii fans can support small Hawaii food companies by purchasing a wide variety of authentic and unique island-made products online.

Bring an authentic taste of Hawaii to your home with these food companies
As per its decade-long tradition, the Institute for Tourism, Travel & Culture strives to nurture students with the knowledge, skills and competencies required in their future places of employment.

Public seminar on tourism and culture professionals in a competitive world
It used to be that there were a couple handfuls of LGBTQ+ friendly destinations ... the tourism industry, especially in countries that rely on the tourist economy, have the power to shift culture ...

Is This the Next Big LGBTQ+ Travel Destination?
During an address to the online conference, “Colombia: The New Destination for Gastronomic Tourism,” in cooperation ... “It is an immersion to the local culture by visiting markets, tasting ...

Colombia is attractive gastronomic destination: Ambassador
COINCIDING with the observance of the Muslim festival Eid al-Adha (Feast of Sacrifice), the Department of Tourism (DoT) launches the Halal Culinary Tourism series to introduce ...

DoT launches halal food tourism
Officials in Amsterdam temporarily shut down the city’s famed “coffee shops” that sell ... Unlike many other popular tourist destinations, tourism is only part of the city’s economy.

Amsterdam City Leaders Now Discourage Cannabis Tourism
Participants can receive rewards for visiting hundreds of food and drink establishments across the state, as well as deals and discounts from the venues.

State creates trail system for culinary hotspots with digital ‘passport’
Dubai Tourism: Dubai is one of the most preferred international destinations for travellers from India and the rich diverse culture of the ... The evening coffee ritual is very luxurious in ...

Thinking of travelling to Dubai? Here are some interesting cultural facts about the Emirati city
Venice and its lagoon environment avoided placement on UNESCO’s list of world heritage sites in danger Thursday following Italy’s ban on massive cruise ships traveling through the ...

Venice avoids designation as UNESCO heritage site in danger
After years of wishing and waiting, Craig and Mindy Campbell have taken on renovations of a 150-year-old building that will become their coffee café.

Country music couple Craig & Mindy Campbell to open Grindstone Cowboy coffee in Eagleville
The Annapurna Conservation Area in the central Nepal Himalaya can be repositioned as a high-end tourism destination with increased investment from the private sector, a new report has shown. Clinging ...

Annapurna area can be turned into a high-end tourism destination: Report
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.

Today’s Premium Stories
The new world record event took ice-cream lovers on a gastronomic journey through unique creations including coffee and cookie ... retail and tourist destination. Abu Dhabi Culinary was conceived by ...
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